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The FZR 400 is a screaming great bike for a light
weight rider or a girl who wants to keep up with the
guys and spank them in the corners on a very rare and
collectible bike.

The bike is in excellent condition. It was polished
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The bike is in excellent condition. It was polished
when we bought it and hardlyridden since. Tires are
great. Battery is a week old. Minor cosmetic damage
on right side. All stock and professionally maintained. 

The bike does have a salvage title. It was dropped at
the dealership the day it was sold. The dealer had it
totaled for cosmetic damage, replaced all parts and
bought it for himself there is nothing wrong with the
bike at all. Clean title FZR 400s sell in the $7000-
$8000 range. 

Phone calls preferred. Text is ok but you will be
expected to make a phone call. 

Attention Scammers!!! 
Before you decide to call me with your bullshit, please
go stand in front of a train. I do not pay pal. No I wont
accept your bullshit check. No I wont ship it to you
because you, your mom, your dad or your dirty pig of a
grandmother is in the military and deployed. No
offense to US Military, I am a vet myself. I just know
this ploy and it wont work. Dont waste our time. 

Low ball offers and stupid questions get stupid replys
and answers.

Yes. I will consider trades for things like a good van,
aircraft engines, avionics, manly toys and tools and the
like. 
I will not accept trades for your grandpa's old bass boat
or your mothers porcelain bunny collection or crap like
that.
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(google map)

1990 Yamaha FZR 400  

VIN: contactforinfo  

condition: excellent  

engine displacement (CC): 400  

fuel: gas  

odometer: 19700  

paint color: red  

Expect to pay in cash and expect the transaction to take
place in the presence of a police officer. 

I think that about covers it so if you are interested
contact me.
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title status: salvage  

transmission: manual  

do NOT contact me with unsolicited services or offers

post id: 6647467847  posted: 10 days ago
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